A convenient expression is derived for the coefficient, 8",(n), which determines the first gradient corrections to the exchange and correlation energy of an inhomogeneous electron gas. The result is exact to all orders in e' and is expressed in terms of a single-particle propagator. The lowest-order contributions to 8", are evaluated without the simplifying high-density approximation. The formal structure of the derived expression for 8", is then used to develop an approximation method for including the contribution of all higher-order graphs within the random-phase approximation. Numerical results are given for 8", in the metallic density range. Application to surface energy of metals show an improvement over any previous approximations for 8", .
I. INTRODUCTION For further discussion we separate the coefficients A", and B", into an exchange and a correlation contribution, given, respectively, by A"and B", A, and B,. Most calculations applying this expansion have been restricted to using only the first (local) term A""since no reliable gradient term B", B", evaluated from the electron-gas screening function E(k).
(See, e. g. , Ma and Brueckner, " to be referred to as MB. ) That is, F(k)=a '+ bk + O(k ) in terms of which Bxc = a (a b -a oho)~(
2)
In a series of three papers Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham' have laid the foundations for a general theory of the inhomogeneous electron gas in the ground state. The theory is based on the fact that the ground-state wave function, and thus all ground-state properties (specifically the groundstate energy), are functionals of the density n(r).
For the case in which the deviation from the uniform density no [i.e. , bn(r)-= n(r) -no] is slowly varying, but possibly large, Kohn and Sham expand E", (n) as a series in density gradients, i. e. , (" '( } "'['("("' 9'~*' ("('((l~"(" l ] '~) where ao and bo refer to the small-k expansion of the Lindhard screening function and a = -dp. /dn, where p, denotes the exact chemical potential. 
r(f) = r(f)+ r(f) R(f) In Sec. III we apply this expression to evaluating B", for an arbitrary static particle-particle interaction within the HF class of graphs.
In Sec. IV we evaluate the lowest-order graphs considered by MB w'ithout the simplifying highdensity approximations.
In Sec. V, using the results of Secs. II and IV, we extend the calculation of B", to metallic densities. Some applications to the surface energy of metals and a conclusion follow.
Some matrix algebra using Eqs. {4)-(V) yields
Next we define a vertex function A(k), given by A,(u) [R,(u) 
where the appropriate limiting process for k-0 (i. e. , k3-0, iki-0) mustbeobserved inR3(0) and E(0). Equation (15) might be useful in studying the dynamic as well as the static properties of the screening function E(f3). That the set of graphs in Fig. 1 represent the HF screening function E(k) is known; for completeness we demonstrate it briefly in Appendix A.
Returning to Eq. (14) we note first that the last term is now absent since the irreducible scattering function in Eq. (16}is independent of k. Secondly, A& is independent of po and thus the integration over p3 in Eq. (14}is easily evaluated. We get for b dp p'
Primes denote differentiation with respect to the indicated argument and A(p) -= A&(0) in order to condense the notation a bit. Since f'(E(p)) 
Now the HF self energy is given by
where f(E(p)) is the usual Fermi step function and the particle-dispersion law is
The term Rg' is the k expansion of Eq. (8) As an attempt to include correlation contribution and also generate some feeling for the importance of the density dependence of the higher-order graphs in Fig. (1 In this section me evaluate the first-order correlation contribution to 6 seithout the simplifying high-density approximation.
The lowest-order exchange contribution to /1 (f(") shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 3(b) , and to the non-HF scattering process in Fig. 3(c) 
There is an additional contribution to 5 from the k dependence of the irreducible scattering function (Fig. 4(c The contribution of the third graph in Fig. 3 (b) is obtained by approximating the vertex function in Eq. (14) with that of Fig. 4(a) Fig. 3(c) is obtained by approximating the vertex function with that of Fig. 4(b) . We get (b) where (-, ' -q') [(y'+ 1 -q')' -4y'q']+ 4y'(y'+ 1 -q') (-', + q') (5V) (s-kq'}(y'+1-q'}+ 9 y'(2+sq'),~& y'[4y'q'-(y'+1-q'}'+2(y'+1-q')(y'-q')] k-(IA) g (q, y}+0&3 (q, y) (56) e' " "y'(Qy'+ ll) e' 1 ""&" Q(q, 
We note that Eqs. (59)- (61) reduce to the proper high-density limit (see MB).
In Sec. V we use these b', I)", and 6'" in extending the calculation of I) (or equivalently B"} to metallic densities. Hence, 5 is expected to be also a strong function of the density. To include these higher-order effects in 5, we will be closely guided by Eq. (14). %e demand that our approximations satisfy the following constraints.
(i) The lowest-order graphs, the I indhard and first-order RPA contributions must be given exactly.
(ii) The higher-order contributions to 6 must be well defined functions of r, (i.e. , the relevant integrals contain no divergences, when properly grouped, see below} to all orders. However, the Sum of these higher-order contributions can be singular at x, = r,o.
(iii) B", must be finite even though 5 is expected to diverge at r, = r,)) (i. e. , the term a I) in Eq. (3) is finite). In other words, the first gradient correction to the energy is assumed, on physical grounds, to be finite. In deriving (AB) we used the property (t)"-(p) = (P )", (-p) on specializing to spherically symmetrical potentials. In (AB) 5p(q) is given by 
Substituting (A5) and (AV) in (AB) gives
t)(r -r')p(r, r')q~Qr') d'r'=Eggy(r ), (Al) where p(~) and p(r, r') are given self-consistently by p(r) =2 t()r)) (t))-, (r +-E'(P') -2»s(P, ')~(~p '~), («) 4 Bgp Inserting these results for E'(kz), E"(kz), E'"(k"), A(kr), A (kr), and A (kQ into Eq. (24) yleMs, after some algebra, the following convenient dimensionless form: 2 zp ' -3 e p, ' s ' ), cv) 
